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SweetSpa
YOUR PRIVATE SPA AREA
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INTO THE
WELLNESS
You deserve your leisure time.
Take care your time back.
Share an unforgettable experience.
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SweetSpa

SweetSpa
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YOUR STYLE
In less than 3 square metres,
shower, steam bath, emotional showers
and self-treatment wellness circuits.
The use of light and colours, the choice of materials,
the ergonomic design of the instruments and the harmonious proportions
all come together to enhance functionality.

SHOWER

STEAM BATH

EMOTIONAL SHOWERS

With ceiling shower head and wall hand
shower, both run by a thermostat,
Sweet Spa offers comfortable showers
alone or for two, immersed in colour and
accompanied by your favourite music.

The professional system provides a steam
bath that reach 48°C and 98% relative
humidity. The steam is scented with
eucalyptus that enhances its benefits.

Sweet Spa offers the delicate emotions
of Breeze, a blue-coloured mist with the
fragrance of mint, and Rain,
an amber-coloured summer drizzle
with the fragrance of maracuja.
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WELLNESS CIRCUITS

COLOURS

MUSIC

Four different choices based on the main
wellness objectives. One simple touch to
select your favourite circuit enhanced with
cosmetics for a pleasurable self-treatment.
Twenty minutes immersed in a steam bath
with colours, music and the emotional
showers Rain and Breeze.

The colours diffuse through the steam,
creating the atmosphere that best suits
your mood. The hidden light sources
create thrilling effects without dispelling
the sense of intimacy.

You may personalise your Sweet Spa
with your own favourite music.
Additionally, each of the four different
wellness circuits has its own sound
frequencies track aimed at enhancing
the benefits of each circuit.

SweetSpa
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YOUR
DESIRES
A simple gesture for selecting your favourite circuit:
20 minutes immersed in a steam bath with colours, music
and the mood-setting showers Rain and Breeze.
The self treatment cosmetic products
exalt your well-being in an elegant carousel of senses.
After the final shower you’re ready to face the real world again.

EXCITE
Re-energize yourself,
with a selection of
dynamic music sounds.

Newera Dead Sea salts
and white musk line
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RELAX

PURIFY

TONIC

Melt stress away,
cradled by soothing sounds.

Restore your inner balance,
through stabilizing sound
frequencies.

Recharge your body,
accompanied by vigorous
sounds.

Newera citrus fruits line

Newera Dead Sea muds
and spices line

Newera Chocolate line

YOUR FREEDOM
Sweet Spa also means experiencing the wellness circuits in total freedom,
selecting the duration of the heat bath as you wish and your favourite colours and self-treatments, enjoying
the mood-setting showers Rain or Breeze while listening to your favourite music.

PRIVATE SPA

SweetSpa
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When space creates appeal
Making a difference, offering private spaces and guaranteeing a qualified range of wellness
products in just a few square metres.
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BEDROOM

SweetSpa
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Relaxation turns chic
Upgrade your statement with an exclusive element that welcomes in confidence.
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BATHROOM

SweetSpa
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Intimacy deserves respect
Improve your living environment in the space of a traditional shower.
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SweetSpa
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WELLNESS
A FINGER-TIP AWAY
Simple and intuitive to use, the Sweet Spa capacitive touchscreen allows you
to immediately select all circuits and functions simply through your fingertips:
it’s the heat of your finger that expresses your desire.
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SweetSpa
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ELEGANT
DESIGN,
HIGHEST
EFFICIENCY
Sweet Spa is designed for maximum two people without compromising
on comfort and the space indispensable for a wellness experience,
while keeping the overall surface area under 3 square metres.
Materials and surfaces are top quality in terms of cleanliness and hygiene.
Even the sense of touch is rewarded by sensations that only
the most precious materials can provide.

CRYSTAL
WHITE

Walls
consisting of a single, white
back-enamelled glass panel
Suspended bench and floor
white Korakril®

The wide glass door offers excellent soundproofing
while maintaining a visual continuum with the surroundings.
The steel handle ensures precise and effective opening and closing of the glass door.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Sweet Spa is quickly installed wherever there are the conditions required as:
minimum space, power and water connection.
Its maintenance is simple and managed by the control panel, that can be
installed in a trolleyed cabinet or remotized without taking up any extra space.

Sweet Spa is a CE-mark protected product

OVERALL SIZE (cm)
179 W x 150 D x 230 H
MINIMUM SIZE
OF HOUSING (cm)
185 W x 155 D x 240 H
WEIGHT
750 kg
VOLTAGE
400 VAC 3P+N+PE (standard)
230 VAC 1P+N+PE (on request)
230 VAC 3P+PE (on request)
CONSUMPTION
max 3 kW
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CRYSTAL
BLACK

LUXURY
CALACATTA

LUXURY
ERAMOSA

Walls
consisting of a single, black
back-enameled glass panel
Suspended bench and floor
black Korakril®

Walls
Calacatta marble slabs
Suspended bench and floor
white Korakril®

Walls
Eramosa marble slabs
Suspended bench and floor
black Korakril®

Wellness at zero miles
Wellness at home is a life style that
also helps reduce the environmental impact.
Less stress, less pollution.

Sweet Spa:
• has a very long mean life span. This reduces the need for raw materials and product disposal;
• has a consumption of maximum 3 kW, an energy consumption compatible with household requirements;
• is delivered in recyclable wood boxes;
• is produced using materials that are easily separable for recycling;
• 56% of the weight of Sweet Spa is recyclable.
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TM

DESIGN
AND PROGRAMMES
MAKE
SweetSauna
EXCLUSIVE TOO
>L also offer Sweet Sauna 50:
a thermal sauna that in less than 3 square metres recreates the
same effect of an ancient Roman spa.
The heat, radiated from the natural durmast walls, reaches a
temperature of 50°C and 10-20% relative humidity.
For a mild heat bath without contraindications.

SweetSauna 50
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SweetSauna 90
>L also offer Sweet Sauna 90:
a real Finnish sauna in less than 3 square metres.
The heat produced by the internal heater reaches a
temperature of 90°C and 10-20% relative humidity.
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